
8.

You will want to do this in front of a large mirror and have a hand mirror handy
to assist you with seeing where you are placing your hair addition.

The final step of your In-Home Hair Care Kit is to temporarily reattach your hair
addition. Remember, this re-attachment is a temporary solution, bridging the

time between now and when we can see you for your next full-service
appointment.

 
Please Note The Following Tip: 

 

 
 

1. First, place your hair addition on a rolled-up hand towel with the inside
facing up.
 
2. Next, comb your growing hair forward - starting ¼” behind the hairline. If
hair is too thin, then comb hair back away from the hairline.
 
3. If applicable, part your growing hair down the middle with wide tooth
comb.
 
4. Next, find your hairline – The hairline is approximately 3 to 4 fingers from
bridge of nose. 
 
5. Then, mark a dot on the hairline with an eyeliner pencil.
 
6. Next, apply Skin Prep to hair and scalp. Be sure to apply Skin Prep to all
areas the hair addition will cover (Apply Skin Prep firmly, to be sure to reach
scalp and to flatten growing hair).
 
7. Allow Skin Prep to cure for 2 minutes.
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8. Place your hair addition back on to rolled-up towel on towel and using a
blow dryer on a low and warm setting, slightly heat up the Adhesive Strips
before removing the colored backing.
 
9. Remove all colored backings from the Adhesive Strips.
 
10. Take your hair addition in both your hands, look down at hand mirror on
counter-top and then place the front of the hair addition onto the front
hairline.
 
11. Slowly, work the hair addition from front to back, rolling the hair addition
along the top of the head, slightly stretching it similar to putting a band-aid
on.
 
12. Once attached be sure to firmly press around the base with fingertips.
 
13. To further secure your hair addition take your Friction Free Towel and
press it over the top of the hair addition.
 
14. Continue to press hair addition over the next 10 minutes for best security.
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